CANADA: BRITISH COLUMBIA

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
Whale Watching Safari
Vancouver — Between April and October, groups of Killer Whales
visit the stunning North West Pacific coast to feed on salmon and the
chances of seeing them on this Safari are high (around 90%).

PRICES FROM

Adult €119
Child €78

Deluxe Vancouver City & The Lookout Tour
Vancouver — Visit all of the city's major highlights on this
informative and fascinating city tour before ascending the Vancouver
lookout for a bird's eye view of the spectacular surrounds.

Adult €56
Child €33

The Mail Run Seaplane Tour
Vancouver — Given the geographical nature of western British
Columbia, many people actually use planes to get to work and back
and you can join the locals on this scenic commute.

Adult €180
Child €96

Butchart Gardens Shuttle
Victoria & Vancouver Island — Visit Victoria’s most famous
attraction and stroll along winding paths through 55 incredible acres
of blossoms, enchanting theme gardens, streams and lily ponds.

Adult €55
Child €19

Coastal Bear Watching in Tofino
Victoria & Vancouver Island — This fascinating excursion will take
you to beautiful fjord inlets and sheltered bays of Tofino's gorgeous
coastline in search of the magnificent but reclusive Black Bear.

Adult €85
Child €66

Snowmobiling from Whistler Village
Whistler — Take control of your own 'Ski-doo', an exhilarating
snowmobile machine, and experience the excitement of powering
through the spectacular Coast Mountain Range.

Adult
General
£28
Child
€103
£5

Blackcomb Glacier Safari by Jeep
Whistler — Take a closer look at Blackcomb Mountain on this exciting
Jeep safari which takes you to places where no other vehicle can go!
Soak up the views and keep your eyes peeled for wildlife.

Adult €105
Child €59

Niagara Falls Adventure Pass
Whistler — Peak 2 Peak is an incredible gondola in the sky which
delivers a 4.4km journey - the longest continuous lift system of its
kind anywhere on the globe - between two mountains.

Adult €55
Child €36

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

